
Contact�your�multilingual�writing�specialist�today�at�glynch@thechicagoschool.edu

1:1�Tutoring

Writing�Guides

Language�
Learning�Assistance

Specialized English writing assistance for speakers whose
previous education was acquired in other languages 
In-depth MS Word tracked changes and commentary designed
to help writers see where they can develop their academic
English
Live webinars with writing specialists on topics such as
grammar, literature reviews, learning skills and more

Multilingual students at The Chicago School can receive support
from the Online Writing & Learning Center (OWLC), which supports
the diversity of students' educational and linguistic backgrounds:

Multilingual�Writer
Support�&�Resources

A guide to the top 10 errors commonly made by multilingual
writers and how to fix them
Teaching & modelling exercises 
A guide to the linguistic and writing style differences
between your native language(s) and academic English

The OWLC provides webguides for multilingual writers to use and
improve their academic writing skills:

Find these guides and more at www.owlc-tcs.com

Assessment of a writing sample to create a list of language
learning tasks for writing development
Guided progress through the OWLC's academic writing
seminar, which teaches grammar, writing, and study skills
1:1 tutoring across writing courses in the program to foster
writing development and resolve error patterns in writing

The OWLC's multilingual writing specialist, Gabrielle Lynch, offers
1:1 instruction to help students develop academic writing skills:

Complete the initial multilingual writer intake form here:
https://tinyurl.com/ytftdz5u

Meet�your�multilingual�writing�specialist:�Gabrielle�Lynch,�MA,�MSE
Hello, my name is Gabrielle, and I am your OWLC Writing Specialist. I received my Bachelors degree

in English and Applied Linguistics from the University of Michigan in 2015, my Masters degree in
Applied Linguistics and ESL Education in 2018, and my Master of Science in Education in Curriculum

& Design in 2019. I am currently completing my PhD in Educational Psychology. My professional
background as a Writing Specialist comes from over six years of experience as a collegiate writing
tutor, an ESL adjunct professor, and an editor/proofreader. I am a Michigan expatriate and have
lived in Fort Worth, Texas for over three years now with my husband and our two children. We are

practicing martial artists, and I am a purple belt in Jiu Jitsu. I am passionate about systems,
particularly language, communication, and martial arts. In my free time, I enjoy studying about

communication and thought styles and how they contribute to our learning and existence.


